
Protocol PSF MX User Meeting on ZOOM 2020-06-30 
Time and Place: 10 am Tuesday 30 June on ZOOM  

https://ki-se.zoom.us/j/2552303941?pwd=K1VmSEc3Y0ZsMjVUdnZZdlNETWtHdz09 

Participants: Martin Moche, Valentina Furlanetto, Nils Mikkelsen, Benedetta Maria-Sala, Eleonore von 

Castelmur  

 

§1 Next PSF MX User Meeting 

Proposal is “14:00 Thursday 13 Aug on ZOOM” – link to be shared  

 

§2 Diamond administration and dewar shipping from KI/KTH 

Everyone should report new samples, including Uniprot-ID and heavy atoms for each sample, to 

Martin Moche for addition into Diamond database UAS (User Administrative System). Once in UAS 

you find them later after DLS approval in iSpyB.  DLS need all container and sample information 

completed before shipment to Diamond. 

Everyone is also expected to share:  

• number of remote unipucks shipped  

• number of unattended unipucks shipped 

with Martin Moche since Diamond Light Source expects every BAG to report their use of unattended 

and remote beamtime usage during this coronavirus period.   

All Swedish universities can ship samples to Diamond independent on each other. Inform your 

university colleagues about your shipment.  Since KTH have their own unipucks, KI and KTH does not 

need to coordinate sample shipment.  Remember remote samples and unattended samples should 

go in separate dewars.  

DLS will only be scheduling samples that are on-site, and have information completed on samples in 

ISPyB – https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Instruments/Mx/Common/MX-Beamtime-guide-2020.html  

 

Shipping Date Purpose Remote/Unattended Participants #Unipucks/xtal 

To be determined N/P/L/S remote/unattended To be determined estimate pucks/xtals 

Table 1. Since KTH have their own unipucks no common dates for KI/KTH sample shipping was 

scheduled in this table.  After summer sample shipping dates will replace “Beamtime schedule” at 

http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx .  Purpose is Native, Phasing, Ligand, Stepping (N/P/L/S) 

Madhuranayaki Thulasingam is sending samples from Karolinska Institutet this week. 

 

https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Instruments/Mx/Common/MX-Beamtime-guide-2020.html
http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx


§3 Assemble BioMAX feedback on 25 June remote visit 

KI had to use refresh browser button in firefox a couple of times running MXCuBE. When firefox 

browser freeze, the beamline may take actions in the background that the experimenter is not aware 

of. For one project we collected data to 6Å resolution and for nsp5 (SARS-CoV major protease) we 

determine the native structure to 1.8 Å resolution. 

LiU…input from Eleonore to be shared with BioMAX. 

 

§4 Assemble BioMAX advice/instructions online at PSF homepage 

@all, in MXCuBE please don’t queue serveral collections from multiple points at the same time. This 

function is currently not working and will lead to a blank page. If this happens, you need to restart 

mxcube server by “openning a terminal and run restart_mxcube”. It will take ~15s, after that you can 

refresh the mxcube page and login again, please remember to “sync with ISPyB”, otherwise all the 

samples don’t get the proper name one reigsters in ISPyB.  

  
When you finish your measurement, please logout from MXCuBE, close Albula (if it’s open), 

logout from the thinlinc session. The last person who finish the experiment, please do the following 

before logout from MXCuBE: 

 
1) Unmount the last sample 
2) In MXCuBE->BeamlineActions(top left corner)-> prepare open hutch (take~2min) 
3) In MXCuBE->BeamlineActions(top left corner)-> end_beamtime (take ~5min) 

 


